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Despite strong investor interest in the government’s seven-year
infrastructure program, costing over 20% of GDP, little seems to be known
about their nature as well as their potential short- and longer-run impact
on the Thai economy. This report examines these issues in detail.
 Higher trend GDP growth. Our analysis suggests the government’s
infrastructure program is likely to contribute to a higher investment-to-GDP
ratio and urbanization, which in turn is likely to increase trend real GDP
growth from our previous estimate of 4.2% to 4.5-5% during 2014-18.
 In the medium term, we are more worried about the negative impact on
the current account than the likely deterioration in the fiscal position.
The former is already on a downward trend due to strong domestic demand,
thanks to accommodative fiscal and monetary policies. An additional boost to
investment from public infrastructure projects could result in a significant
negative saving-investment gap, posing risks to the balance of payments and
aggregate liquidity.
 Execution still the biggest risk. Although we think the government’s
commitment to its infrastructure program is strong, underscored by the
appointment of the technocrat Dr. Chadchart Sittipunt as new minister for
transport for example, significant implementation challenges remain. The
biggest obstacles lie in the technical aspects of some of the projects,
uncertainty relating to financing, as well as potential protests from local
community and environmental groups.
 Over half of the seven-year infrastructure program faces a high risk of
delay, in our view. We are more optimistic about road construction and
double tracking railroad projects. Here, the technical, management and
financing issues are “simpler” than they are for high speed trains and these
projects do not require much more land acquisition.

Exhibit 1: 2013-19 Projections by Credit Suisse and the government
Infrastructure programs impact on
macroeconomic variables

Government est.

CS est.

Comments

5%

4%

An improvement over the 2002-12 average of around 3%

Fiscal deficits including off-budget
(% of GDP, average over the period)

4.4%

3.5-4%

Greater than the average fiscal deficit/GDP over the past five years of 2.2%

Public debt to GDP (peak)

50%

47%

Currently 44%

Boost to annual nominal GDP growth

0.3-0.5%

0.5-1%

Whether the number will be closer to the top or bottom end of the range
depends on the degree of crowding out and leakages from the
likely widening of the current account deficits

Current account balance
(% of GDP, average over the period)

-1%

-2 to -3%

Will likely put some pressure on the balance of payments and the baht. BoT
will likely allow the currency to depreciate rather than intervene heavily

Average public investment (% of GDP)

Source: Thai government estimates, Credit Suisse
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1. The government’s grand plan – What’s in
store for Thailand 2013-19?
The Thai government’s ambitions are broader, more costly and more complex than many
investors understand. Most in the market have focused just on individual elements of the
build-out, but here we put the various pieces together to show a comprehensive view of
what is planned, how much will be spent in total and the timing of total expenditure.
How big is the total planned investment?
The central government’s planned investment over 2013-19 totals about THB5.5tn (48% of
GDP) and can be split into these portions:
1) Annual on-budget investment. This amounts to about 3.5% of investment as a
percentage of GDP each year and 61% of total infrastructure spending projected by the
government. This includes smaller projects such as infrastructure maintenance and road
constructions for shorter routes which can be (and has been) implemented under the
annual budget framework.
2) Water management infrastructure projects. This is about 6% of the total investment plan
equivalent to 3.0% of GDP in total. All of this money is expected to be spent by 2018. Plans
were drafted after the severe 4Q 2011 floods and are designed to reduce future flood risks.
3) THB2tn infrastructure connectivity program (referred to as “connectivity“ or ”THB2trn
infrastructure“ from here on). This is roughly 32% of the total, 18% of GDP.
The last two are ‘new’ investment projects, which the government will implement outside
the normal budget framework. The first portion represents a continuation of existing
programs and expenditure levels. Exhibit 2 shows investment under each program from
2013-19 as projected by the government, splitting the connectivity investment into the high
speed trains and other infrastructure projects. The chart shows that the government
expects total infrastructure spending to vary from 4.5-7% of GDP in the period, with 201516 the peak years. The increase from 2012 to 2015 would be 2.5pp of GDP. As we note in
a later section, we believe that actual expenditure will fall well short of these projections,
but we agree that 2015-16 should see the highest numbers. It should be noted that the
government’s official projections could be revisited since the infrastructure bill and project
details have not yet been finalized.

Exhibit 2: Government projects total infrastructure
spending to peak in 2015-16

Exhibit 3: The THB2tn “connectivity” program
emphasizes rail

% of government projected nominal GDP; other connectivity infrastructure
projects, excluding high speed trains; SOE investment refers to planned
investment by state-owned enterprises (e.g., THAI, EGAT)

See more details on each projects in Appendix.

Other connectivity infra projects
High-speed trains
On-budget investment
8%

Mode

SOE investment
Water mgmnt

6%
4%
2%
0%
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Source: Ministry of Finance, Credit Suisse
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*Estimates based on routes listed by the government to be completed by 2019.

Projects Amount (THB bn)

Rail
- High speed trains
- Mass transit*
- Double tracking railroad
Road
Water
Border facilities
Contingency

37

Total

70

14
5
40

% of GDP Share

1650
970
445
139
243
33
12
63

14.5%
8.5%
3.9%
1.2%
2.1%
0.3%
0.1%
0.6%

82.6%

2000

17.6%

100%

12.2%
1.5%
0.6%
3%

2019
Source: Ministry of Finance, Credit Suisse
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The connectivity program has attracted the most attention among investors, in part
because the government has chosen to emphasize it when meeting investors, and in part
due to its size. The program’s emphasis is on rail. The three main components are:
(1) High-speed nationwide rail network: The high speed network would link Bangkok
with various second-tier cities via three long lines and one short line (see Appendix for
a map of the high speed train network). The SOE State Railway of Thailand would
construct the network with foreign technology, but a separate, wholly or partially
private firm, might be formed to operate the lines. The government projects that
expenditure would equal 8.5% of 2012 GDP.
(2) Bangkok mass transit: The mass transit buildout would add a variety of new lines
and expand three existing lines at a projected cost equal to 3.9% of GDP.
(3) Roads: Road construction would mainly be included in the on-budget ongoing
expenditure, but the connectivity program has an additional amount equal to 2.1% of GDP.
Exhibit 3 details the breakdown of connectivity investment program by modes of transport.
Why off-budget?
According to the government, the three key reasons behind doing these projects offbudget are:
(1) To avoid running into the annual budget deficit limits1 (in 2013 this would cap the total
deficit to 5-6% of GDP).
(2) For continuity (there would not be changes in the annual budgeting process).
(3) To facilitate more flexible and speedy implementation since the program will not be
subjected to various ‘checks’ governing normal budget disbursement that can slow
down execution.

1

The government cannot have a budget deficit greater than 20% of annual expenditure plus 80% of the annual principal debt
repayment.
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What is the rationale behind the connectivity program?

Exhibit 4: Thai government aims to improve connectivity within the country as
well as to its neighbours

Source: ADB, Credit Suisse

The government’s THB2tn connectivity infrastructure program has three key objectives.
■

Improve logistic efficiency and reduce reliance on oil

■

Enhance linkages with neighboring countries

■

Spur urbanization and spread development from Bangkok

The first objective is focused on shifting the mode of transport from roads to rail and, to
some extent, water. This goal stems from government research suggesting that Thailand’s
logistic costs currently amount to about 15% of GDP, higher than the equivalent ratios in
Malaysia (about 13%) and the US (8%). Thailand’s heavy reliance on road freight (86% of
total freight), which has high fuel intensity, partly explains the higher transport costs –
average costs for road transport is USD0.057 per tonne-km while for rail they are
USD0.031 per tonne-km. Rail transport is also heavily underinvested and is ranked poorly
in international surveys (e.g., the latest World Economic Forum global competitiveness
survey placed the quality of Thailand’s railways in 57th position in the world versus
Malaysia’s 20th ranking). This in turn partly reflects the fact that out of 3,755km of rail track,
only 173km (5%) is double-track. The number of rail passengers using Thailand’s railways
have in fact roughly halved in the past 20 years.
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The second objective reflects the wish to capitalize on Thailand’s geographical location
within ASEAN as well as the rapidly growing trade with its neighboring countries (including
Myanmar, Laos, Cambodia – see Thai exports: Love thy neighbour, October 2012). This
will be achieved by laying more railway lines and building more roads. For rail, the
government plans to double the amount of track of mainly existing railway lines and extend
some routes to the borders (e.g., at Chiang Khong and Mukdaharn near Laos). Unlike high
speed trains, these railway lines will use so-called meter gauge (narrow gauge) track to
allow connectivity with lines used in these countries.
For roads, the government plans to expand existing and build new roads to ensure fourlane routes to the nine key border points, making it easier for buses and cars to cross
between neighboring countries. It will also construct highways to Karnchanaburi province
in the west of Thailand to link up with the Dawei (Myanmar) project – one of the
government’s key initiatives to collaborate with the Myanmar government and Japan in
order to develop deep seaports and industrial estates.
The government expects the introduction of high-speed trains to accelerate the
urbanization process, spreading economic development from Bangkok to provincial
cities.
The government is adopting the so-called Transit-oriented development used in Japan
whereby areas within the train stations are divided into different zones for restaurants,
retail shops malls, offices and hotels. Locally made provincial products will be selected
and featured in the stations’ retail shops as well as onboard the trains to generate new
business opportunities for local entrepreneurs.
According to various academic research looking at the experience of other countries
including Europe and Japan, high speed trains tend to: (1) benefit bigger cities potentially
at the expense of smaller cities and (2) help higher value-added service sectors, such as
financial services, real estates and tourism. Based partly on these findings, we think the
provinces that will gain the most from the high speed trains are those larger cities with
already quite developed service industries (e.g., Chiang Mai and Rayong) as well as cities
near Bangkok.
What are the next steps for these infrastructure programs?
The THB2tn infrastructure bill passed its first parliamentary reading at the end of March
and, given the government’s strong majority, will likely gain the necessary parliamentary
approval at the second and third readings as well. One issue to watch out for is an
objection raised by a group of senators who claim that the forthcoming Public-Private
Partnership (PPP) bill contradicts the Thai constitution. If the constitutional court rules in
favor of this objection, the government’s ability to use PPP as vehicle for financing the
connectivity project, which is currently expected to be about 20% of the total investment,
may be hampered.
For the water management program, the government has divided the work into nine
modules and is expected to announce the winning bids for each module in May. Since the
emergency decree that lays the foundation for this investment program is due to expire in
June, the process must be carried out quickly before the decree expires and the
earmarked financing is diverted elsewhere.
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2. High execution risk
In our view, the prevailing public concerns over the government’s fiscal position from the
infrastructure program is somewhat overblown and the real risk lies in some of these
projects not happening or facing extended delays.

2.1. Daunting challenges facing some projects
On the positive side, the government’s commitment to the infrastructure programs and the
leadership from the ‘new’ minister of transport should help. We consider two reasons to be
positive about January’s appointment of Dr. Chadchart Sittipunt as the country’s transport
minister in charge of transport infrastructure initiatives. First, it signals the commitment of
the government to the infrastructure program since this cabinet position very rarely goes to
an ‘outsider’ such as Dr. Sittipunt (a non-professional politician) with an
academic/technocrat background. Second, the minister has a strong background in
engineering and a good understanding of the nature of large infrastructure projects.
However, given he is an ‘outsider’, the main challenge will be whether he can manage and
work with bureaucrats to overcome the inevitable hurdles facing these infrastructure
projects as we explain below.
But we see big execution risks in high speed train projects and the large projects under the
water management program including dam building, flood retention and diversion
channels. The extent of the infrastructure implementation risks depend on four key factors:
(1) the degree of uncertainty regarding technical aspects of the projects, (2) administrative
bottlenecks, (3) risks of protest from local communities and NGOs and (4) clarity regarding
ownership and financial structure. With this in mind, high speed trains and the larger
projects under the water management program probably face the highest execution risks
(Exhibit 5). If we are right, this means that 12% of GDP investment (or more than half of
the 21% of GDP off-budget investment) is at considerable risk of implementation delays.
Highest risk for high speed train
First, the high speed train projects still have a number of unresolved technical issues. The
government’s current plan is to construct the new high speed train tracks to run parallel to
existing railroads on land which is already owned by the State Railway of Thailand (SRT).
This is to avoid potential implementation delays resulting from attempts at new land
acquisitions. However, the existing railroads which do not cut through mountains have too
many bends meaning the trains will not be able to run at a ‘high speed’ as defined by
international standards (250km/hour according to the European definition).
Our impression is that the government will opt to acquire new land as well as build
elevated tracks to avoid the impact from potential floods (e.g., on the Bangkok to
Ayudhaya route) and tunnels where necessary (e.g., the northern route to Chiang Mai) so
as to construct the appropriate track system. According to government officials, about 1020% of the high speed train tracks require modification. As such, we see risks that
construction will be delayed due to land acquisition and environmental issues arising from
this process. The need to build tunnels and elevated tracks also add to the uncertainty
about the final construction costs. We anticipate that the Bangkok-Rayong line is probably
the easiest route to construct.
Second, as it stands, the projects will likely be managed by SRT, a loss-making stateowned enterprise with a stretched balance sheet and limited capacity to run large
infrastructure projects. For example, the double tracking of railroads, another key project
under the connectivity program managed by SRT, was approved by the government a
couples of years ago but without much progress to date.
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The government’s current strategy seems to be to move the responsibility of executing the
high speed train project back to the central government so that SRT’s balance sheet
problem will cease to be a binding constraint. The idea is to create a new agency within
the Ministry of Transport specializing in developing the railway network, similar to the way
road construction is currently managed. There is still uncertainty regarding the exact role
of SRT, which has important land holdings, under this arrangement. For this reason, it
remains to be seen if this plan will go through.
The feasibility of high speed train projects for Thailand has also been called into question
recently by local academics. In fact, even the finance minister, in his recent interview,
expressed some reservations about the program, asking the national think-tank to conduct
a rigorous feasibility study to see if the funds could be better spent on other infrastructure
projects. We discuss the issue of project feasibility in more detail in the next section.
Double-tracking much less problematic
In contrast, double tracking railroads is much less challenging than building a high speed
rail network. Given that most of the projects have been on the table for a long time, the
technical aspects have been settled and land acquisition is unlikely to be an issue since
the new tracks will be running alongside existing lines owned by SRT. We think the key
risk going forward is whether SRT will now have sufficient management and financial
capabilities to move the projects forward, after the long delay so far.
Water management infrastructure – ‘small is beautiful’
We see risks that the large projects including dam construction (e.g., Mae Wong and
Kaeng Sua Ten dams) will continue to face heavy opposition from academics, NGOs and
local communities. Part of this is technical – it remains unclear whether construction of
these dams will really help prevent floods and improve irrigation, while there are clear
potential costs to the environment. Although creating flood channels and retention areas
appears to be less politically controversial, they will still face difficulties as many
households will have to relocate.
In our view, the ‘lower hanging fruit’ which are ‘easier’ to undertake are smaller projects
such as installing early warning flood systems, improving waterway dikes and
embankments, and improving water use planning – the sum of which amounts to about a
third of the total budget (about THB100bn). As such, we have incorporated implementation
of these smaller projects into our GDP projections.
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Exhibit 5: Assessing implementation risks for the key projects
*We only include the key projects here

Amount

Uncertainty regarding
technical aspects

Large projects under
the water management
program: Building dams
and reservoirs, water
retention areas, flood
diversion channels

THB230bn
(2% of GDP)

High. Still lacking project
details especially on the
construction of reservoirs
around Mae Yom and
Chaopraya rivers. Various
experts have argued that
projects are too expensive.

High speed trains

Administrative
bottlenecks

Uncertainty regarding
ownership and financial
structure

Overall
risk

High. Likely to continue to Low-medium. Government
face opposition from
bidding out contracts for
environmentalists as well as each construction module.
affected local communities.
Financed by banks and
bonds.

High

THB970bn High. High speed trains require Medium-High. Still no High. The government will Medium. The government
(9% of GDP)
straight tracks which means
definite conclusion need to acquire more land will likely own the track and
some tracks cannot be built
about who will be in
to build straight tracks as
bid out rolling stock and
alongside existing train lines charge of the project. well as build tunnels through operations to private sector.
(on SRT land). Some routes However, it will likely be
the mountains. Both risk
Still unclear whether the
through the mountainous area managed by SRT, seen running into rights of ways
government will have
into the north require digging
by many experts as and environmental issues. foreign governments (e.g.,
tunnels.
having limited
China and Japan) and
implementation
international organizations
capacity.
to help fund the projects.

High

Double tracking
railroads (and related
construction projects)

THB139bn Low. The technical details were
(1.2% of GDP) worked out years ago, but the
project ran into administrative
bottlenecks.

Sub-total medium to
risk projects

THB 1339bn
(12% of GDP)

Mass transit projects
(2013-19)

THB445bn
(3.9%of GDP)

Low. Ongoing projects Low. Better than doing
it on-budget – more
flexibility and continuity

THB33bn (0.3%
of GDP)

Highways/motorway
THB243bn
improvement/expansion (2.1% of GDP)

Ports expansion

Smaller projects under
the water management
program

Risks of backlash from
local communities and
NGOs

High. Projects will be
Low. Using SRT existing
managed by SRT. land so no issues relating to
rights of way.

Low. SRT owns the tracks
and standard government
financing will be used.

Medium

Low. Ongoing projects.

Low. Ongoing projects.

Low

Low. Ongoing projects Low. Better than doing
it on-budget – more
flexibility and continuity

Low. Ongoing projects.

Low. Ongoing projects.

Low

Low. Ongoing projects Low. Better than doing
it on-budget – more
flexibility and continuity

Low. Ongoing projects.

Low. Ongoing projects.

Low

THB100bn Low-medium. Details are yet to Low. Better than doing
(0.8% of GDP)
be finalized
it on-budget – more
flexibility and continuity

Low

Low

Low

Subtotal for lower risk
THB 821
projects*
(7.2% of GDP)
Source: Interview with Thai government officials and international organizations, Credit Suisse
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2.2. Cost-benefit analysis
When considering execution risks, it is also worth conducting a cost-benefit analysis of
individual programs. For high speed rail, we think that a negative cost-benefit balance
could force the government to scale back the project severely.
Government projections
Exhibit 6 shows the government’s own estimates of the competitiveness gains the
connectivity project would deliver. We find it hard to similarly quantify the gains, but our
subjective analysis given below indicates that actual benefits could prove considerably
less in some cases than the government has forecast.

Exhibit 6: Government’s estimates of long-term competitiveness benefits
Year 2020

Without AEC infra With AEC infra

Average transport costs
Share of people using public transport
Share of shipment by rail Transport
Share of shipment by water transport
Energy saving
Freight capacity
Logistic costs to GDP

0.066
41.0%
2.5%
14%
550
15.2%

0.062
47.0%
5.0%
18%
5,166
1,700
13.2%

Unit

Comment

USD per ton-km

USD mn a year
mn tons/year

0.7% of GDP
2pp decline

Source: Credit Suisse

Bangkok mass transit a likely winner
The biggest and surest gains should come from the Bangkok mass transit expansion. The
two existing skytrain lines are already a considerable success, with packed cars on
frequent runs. Rather than cannibalize existing systems, the expansion plan should create
a network effect whereby more comprehensive coverage attracts increased users. Such
user increases should translate into reduced commuting times, greater fuel efficiency and
more trips for entertainment or shopping. Luckily, the mass transit projects not only should
deliver the biggest payoff of any of the planned infrastructure programs, but we think they
also face the lowest execution risks.
Provincial rail efficiency gains to some degree likely
Double tracking of the provincial rail lines has considerable potential to enhance the
efficiency of freight transport. Double tracking would certainly improve speeds and
increase capacity, and possibly freight traffic would be diverted from the overburdened
highways. The government estimates that rail’s contribution to total internal shipments
could double from 2.5% to 5% (Exhibit 5). Given the low base, the target seems
reasonable.
Without operational reforms, gains could prove disappointing. We believe that the lack of
double tracking is not the only factor limiting freight traffic. Thai governments have long
treated the rail system as a cheap form of transit for low income travellers and devoted
most of the SRT’s resources to providing subsidized passenger services. Since 2008, SRT
has been forced to provide free third-class passage, leading to huge losses. SRT itself is
problematic. Most observers consider the organization inefficient, and the labor union has
blocked even modest reform efforts. Most recently in 2009, a strike forced the government
to rescind plans to reorganize SRT into internally separate infrastructure and operational
divisions. We believe that for rail to be a reliable partner to shippers, SRT needs to
improve organizational efficiency and redirect resources from cheap passenger service to
freight.
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The labor union now apparently recognizes the need for reform – to preserve pensions –
and the government seems to understand the importance of shifting the system’s
emphasis from low-cost passenger traffic to freight. It remains far too early to assess any
potential reforms, but we feel more positive now about SRT’s outlook than at any time in
recent years.
Lower insurance costs in flood plains possible in long run
The water projects could lower insurance costs. Following the 4Q 2011 floods, private
insurance costs soared to 12-15% of the insured amount in high-risk areas, and even now
remain at 5%. In response, the government formed the National Catastrophe Insurance
Fund, which provides coverage at just 0.5% of insured amounts. Were the water projects
to reduce fears of a repeat calamity, private insurance premiums might fall to the point
where the government could remove itself from the insurance business.
We repeat, however, that implementation risks for the water projects are the highest of any
of the planned infrastructure programs. We also note that outside experts have questioned
the effectiveness of the government’s water master plan.
ASEAN connectivity gains uncertain
ASEAN connectivity gains could be tremendous. Road linkages with Myanmar and
Cambodia are currently poor and rail connections completely absent, but exports to
Myanmar, Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam are already growing faster than total exports
(Exhibit 7, Thai exports: Love thy neighbour). Ships carry significant proportions of the
exports to Myanmar and Vietnam, and poor connections make exports even to Cambodia
slow moving. With meaningful road and rail links, exports to neighboring countries could
see a significant uplift.

Exhibit 7: Exports to Cambodia/Laos/Myanmar/Vietnam outperforming total exports
CLMV = Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and Vietnam

40

30

(YoY, %)

20
10
0
-10
-20

05

06

07

08
Export to CMLV

09

10

11

12

13 *

Total exports

Source: CEIC, Credit Suisse

Connectivity might not improve quickly even if Thailand upgrades its rail and roads. The
primary connectivity problem at present lies within Myanmar, Laos and Cambodia, where
internal rail is absent or decrepit, and roads narrow and potholed. Thailand already has
good roads to the Laotian and Cambodian borders, but connections within those countries
to more populous and developed Vietnam are primitive. No good road or rail line links
Bangkok and Yangon, Myanmar’s commercial capital. Even if surface connections were
good, cumbersome customs procedures make border passage to Cambodia and
Myanmar frustratingly slow, though we note that part of the connectivity budget is devoted
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to improving matters on the Thai side. We believe that rapid progress is being made within
Laos to connect the Thai and Vietnamese borders, providing a good road link between
Bangkok and Hanoi by as early as 2015, but we understand that much less is happening
within Cambodia to link Thailand with Phnom Penh (Cambodia) and Ho Chi Minh City
(Vietnam). Because of ethnic unrest in the border regions of Myanmar, we see no
prospect any time soon for a road or rail link between Thailand and Yangon.
ASEAN connectivity gains are almost certain to appear at some point, but neighboring
countries might need to match Thailand’s infrastructure investment first for Thai exports to
see significant benefits. Although each of those countries has its own infrastructure plans,
implementation will likely lag Thailand’s. We suspect that it could take as long as five
years for major gains to appear.
High speed rail may be a white elephant
The biggest single component of the infrastructure program – the provincial high speed rail
system – will likely have a negative structural impact on the economy. The money spent
will almost certainly exceed the efficiency returns by a large degree. Because it accounts
for about half of total connectivity expenditure, the drag on overall structural economic
benefits could be considerable.
High speed rail requires government subsidies in some form in almost every country it
operates. Rather than to promote growth or efficiency, governments build high speed rail
to reduce pollution, develop targeted geographical areas and enhance traveller
convenience. If we take profitability as the acid test of an infrastructure project’s structural
economic impact, almost all high speed rail line construction globally represents a
misallocation of resources. In other words, the money would typically be better spent on
roads or airports, if GDP alone were considered.
High-speed rail appears unusually inappropriate for Thailand, meaning that subsidies will
need to be unusually high, and the opportunity costs of misallocated resources will be
unusually burdensome. Successful high speed rail lines generally require three supporting
factors – multiple urban centers, high per capita incomes and potential routes within a 100500km radius. Thailand looks weak on all counts.
Skewed urbanization patterns appear the most troubling problem. In other countries, high
speed rail lines connect major urban centers. Fast trains connect Tokyo and Osaka,
Beijing and Shanghai, Madrid and Barcelona, Frankfurt and Munich, and Paris and
Brussels, among others. Thailand, on the other hand, has no city with more than around
600,000 people to connect to Bangkok.
Of these suboptimally sized towns, moreover, the two most appealing destinations –
Chiang Mai and Hat Yai – appear much too far from Bangkok to attract large numbers of
passengers. Destinations beyond 500km are generally considered unpromising for highspeed rail as travel times would be almost double flight times, eliminating any potential
convenience advantage. Air distance to Chiang Mai is 597km, while the curved route
hugging the Gulf of Thailand coast to Hat Yai is about 900km. Even Udorn Thani on the
northeastern line appears a bit too far to be economical. Air distance is 492km, but a less
than perfectly straight train track would be well above 500km.
Low per capita incomes add to the challenge. High speed rail is highly successful in Japan
and is widespread in Western Europe, but China is the only country with a high speed
network with per capita GDP below $10,000. Because high speed tickets are comparable to
air tickets, a critical mass of high-income travellers is needed. Arguably China is a special
case due to its many large cities, and arguably, high speed rail is not a success in China.
Simple calculations show much Thai high speed rail would need to be subsidized. Based
on the aircraft flown and a generously assumed 75% load factor, we calculate that a little
over 12,000 passengers fly daily between Bangkok and the five main stops on the three
Thailand infrastructure investment: Don’t wait for the speed trains
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planned high speed lines. If we further assume that half those passengers choose high
speed instead, and that they pay the same price as a discount airline ticket, we calculate
that the rail network would generate THB3.7bn in revenues annually. At that rate, it would
take 265 years to recoup the proposed THB970bn cost of building the network (Exhibit 8).
When it is considered that the actual construction cost will likely run higher, we can
estimate a 300-year payback. These calculations, moreover, fail to include the high costs
of rolling stock, maintenance and operating expenses. Clearly, on our calculations, high
speed rail in Thailand will require massive subsidies.

Exhibit 8: High speed rail payback period calculations
Route
Bangkok-Chiang Mai
Bangkok-Udorn Thani
Bangkok-Khon Kaen
Bangkok-Surat Thani
Bangkok-Nakorn Srithammarat
Bangkok-Hat Yai
Total
Network construction cost (THB mn)
Annual revenues (THB mn) – 50%
of air revenues
Payback period (years)

Daily

Daily

Ticket price

Daily revenues

Annual revenues

Flights
30
11
4
9
8
18
80

passengers
5,549
1,279
762
1,046
930
2,582
12,147

(THB)
1,650
1,290
2,235
1,500
1,190
1,890

(THB mn)
9.2
1.6
1.7
1.6
1.1
4.9
20.1

(THB mn)
3,341.6
602.1
621.6
572.8
403.9
1,781.1
7,323.2

970,000
3,662
265

Source: Credit Suisse

The government could almost certainly increase transport efficiency more effectively, for
much less money, by widening existing highways and expanding air capacity. Bangkok’s
two airports have ample land for expansion, and some provincial airports are even now
operating well below capacity. Our calculations indicate that construction costs would
come to about THB219,000/annual passengers. We estimate, by contrast, that Bangkok
International Airport’s second-phase expansion will increase capacity at a cost of
THB5,000/annual passengers, even including a new runway, new terminal and noise
compensation. It would apparently be much quicker, much cheaper and much more
effective to accelerate airport expansion than build a new high speed rail network.
Some in the government acknowledge that high speed rail will require sizable subsidies
but argue that the objective is to promote provincial development, not maximize efficiency.
As we noted earlier, however, academic studies in Europe have shown that high speed
systems do not disperse development from primary cities to the provinces, but instead
shift wealth within the provinces to cities along the train lines. In Thailand’s case, that
would mean that Udorn Thani, on the planned northeastern line, would grow at the
expense of similarly sized Ubon Ratchathani, which the new lines would bypass. If
patterns established in Europe were repeated, wealth would not be dispersed away from
Bangkok to the provinces in general. These conclusions assume, moreover, that the new
trains attract a significant number of users. If too few passengers ride the trains – as we
consider likely – very little impact on development patterns of any sort will be felt.
The term “white elephant” has Thai origins. In pre-modern Thailand, albino elephants were
treated as auspicious holy animals. Europeans noted that, when a powerful noble began
to challenge royal power, a monarch sometimes bestowed upon him a white elephant.
Because the sacred animal could not be worked and had to be maintained in opulence,
the gift was a burden that weakened the noble’s power, making it as much a curse as a
blessing. Modern Thailand is bereft of infrastructure white elephants, but we fear that the
high speed rail system could be its first.
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Fewer gains than government forecasts, but urbanisation boosted
We conclude that the infrastructure build-out will yield structural gains, but fewer than the
government forecasts. While the Bangkok mass transit projects should generate large
efficiency returns, gains from other programs appear uncertain (e.g., water projects) or
negative (high speed rail).
The impact on geographical patterns of development also appear uncertain. Although the
government applauds the program’s benefits for the provinces, the Bangkok mass transit
investments should enhance the capital’s liveability and appeal as a business hub, while
the high speed rail is unlikely to boost provincial Thailand as a whole.
The one clear boost we would point to is urbanization. The connectivity projects magnify
the importance of urban logistical hubs and decongest the capital. None of the
infrastructure is devoted to rural development, and indeed the water projects can be
viewed as anti-rural. The dams and water catchment areas would reduce land available for
agriculture and require farmers selling or renting land to the state. Up to this point, the
main thrust of the government has been pro-rural – i.e., the rice price support scheme –
but in one way or the other, all the proposed infrastructure programs should boost
urbanization.
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3. Macroeconomic Impact
We see the macroeconomic impact as largely favourable. As compared with the
government, we expect bigger gains for GDP but a smaller impact on the fiscal accounts,
partly due to implementation delays. We believe that fiscal deficits and public debt will
remain manageable, while a positive response from businesses could boost total
investment beyond what the government expenditure itself is providing.

3.1. The government’s forecasts
Let us first consider the government’s own fiscal and macro forecasts. We shall then
discuss adjustments we feel need to be made and present our own projections.
Based on the government’s forecasts, the central government overall fiscal deficit that
includes off-budget items looks set to deteriorate sharply to about 6% of GDP in 2013 from
3% in 2012. While this looks alarming, it is important to stress that this is partly the result
of the central government compensating the Bank for Agriculture and Agricultural
Cooperatives (BAAC) for the costs of implementing the rice pledging program. As Exhibit 6
illustrates, about two-thirds of the projected increase in the off-budget fiscal deficit reflects
the central government’s transfer to the state-owned enterprises and banks, while only
one-third (1% of GDP) is due to off-budget investment. This suggests that even the
government itself is not expecting much in the way of off-budget investment (and therefore
fiscal boost to the economy) in 2013, consistent with our view (see Thailand: Tempted to
tighten, 15 March 2013).
Although the deficit is projected to rise, the government expects the stock of public debt to
remain at moderate levels. MoF forecasts public debt will peak around 50% of GDP in
2016 and decline thereafter, not posing a major problem to the government overall fiscal
position in the medium term.

Exhibit 9: Actual fiscal deficit (including off-budget
items) looks set to widen considerably ...

Exhibit 10: … but public debt should remain
manageable despite the rise

% of the government projected nominal GDP

% of the government projected nominal GDP
Public debt ratio

Deficits with off budget
51%

0%

49%

-1%

47%
45%

Key items:
1% off-budget
investment

39%

Source: Thai government estimates ,CEIC, Credit Suisse

37%

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

35%

2019

2018

2017

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

-7%

2016

-6%

2015

2.5% for state owned
banks and enterprises'
operations

2008

-5%

41%

2007

-4%

43%

2006

-3%

2004

-2%

2005

Deficits (% of GDP)

1%

Source: Thai government estimates ,CEIC, Credit Suisse

We find the underlying assumptions of the government’s fiscal projections to be generally
acceptable. For example, even though the government study found that the infrastructure
projects will likely add to nominal GDP growth (see below), the official fiscal projections
have actually assumed a conservative case that there will be no pick-up in nominal GDP,
growing 7.5% annually. As Exhibit 7 illustrates, the public debt is projected to pick up
substantially from 2013 to peak at around 50% of GDP in 2016 before edging down
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thereafter. While this is a significant increase, it is still below the 60% public debt limit and
that of its neighbour, Malaysia. Most importantly, we think the key risk to this projection lies
in underspending rather than overspending, which means the actual rise in public debt is
likely to be more measured than the official estimates.
The only questionable item is despite the government’s conservative nominal GDP
assumption, the Ministry of Finance seems to be projecting stronger fiscal revenue growth
than previously, which boosts the fiscal revenue to GDP ratio from the current level of
around 17% to 18%. We also suspect that the government factored in an increase in value
added tax from 7% to 8% in 2015, resulting in a one-off higher revenue growth. However,
we note that altering the revenue assumption (e.g., capping the revenue-to-GDP ratio at
17%) does not change the public debt projections significantly. In any case, we suspect
that the GDP growth assumption is too conservative.
It should be stressed, however, that here we are focusing on the time horizon in 2014-20
during which the fiscal burden will mainly come from the cost of construction. What is more
worrying, in our view, is the very long-term fiscal burden – if big projects such as high
speed trains are not commercially viable and constantly require heavy subsidies from the
government then they represent huge opportunity costs for fiscal resources.
Financing not a problem
Although the government will ultimately issue bonds to finance the investment programs, it
will likely first use bank financing to deal with the risk of implementation delays. Our
discussions with various government officials reveal that the government will likely borrow
from banks first rather than issue bonds right away to finance both the connectivity and
water infrastructure programs. This is due to its concerns about the likely implementation
delays – the government does not want to incur public debt right away and have the funds
sitting idle in Treasury accounts if the projects cannot be implemented. Using bank credit
gives it more flexibility to draw down the funds only when the projects move forward, with
the option of refinancing via bond issuance later. This implies that we will see a pick-up in
bank credit growth first before the increase in government bond issuance.
We foresee no problem for the government in sourcing necessary funds. First, as we note
later, we anticipate that the actual amount of borrowing needed will be well below the
government projections. Second, Thailand’s primary bond markets are deep and fully
capable of absorbing the new debt. Increased government borrowing could place upward
pressure on rates, but the extent of the pressure should be manageable. We see
execution risk as a serious issue for investors to consider, but do not expect financing to
pose any problems.
Government expects 40bp boost to GDP 2013-20
These official GDP projections (Exhibit 8) have not taken into account the potential
crowding in/out impact on private investment such large-scale infrastructure spending
usually has. As we point out in the next section, public investment in Thailand historically
tends to boost private investment as industrial and real estate firms increase construction
activities. For this reason, we think that the official GDP impact estimate is in fact too
conservative, assuming the various plans turn to reality.
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Exhibit 11: Nominal GDP Impact

Exhibit 12: Current account impact

Year-on-year GDP growth rates

% of GDP

Difference

Positive impact from infra investment (pp)
GDP base
GDP with infra spending
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Government's Base case

10%

With infrastructure program

8%

10

6%

8

4%

6

2%
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Source: Thai government estimates, Credit Suisse

-4%
2005

0.5 0.5 0.3
0.0 0.4 0.4 0.4

0

2004

2

Source: Thai government estimates, Credit Suisse

The government expects current account to deteriorate by about 2% of GDP each
year, resulting in a current account deficit from 2014 onwards.
We think this estimate is based on its assumption that 80% of construction materials will
be sourced locally. However, from a macroeconomic point of view, the current account is
identical to the so-called saving-investment gap – in other words it depends on how strong
investment demand is relative to the country’s savings. Due to the likely underestimation
of the impact of infrastructure investment on private investment growth, we see a risk that
the negative impact on the current account will be larger than the government anticipates.

3.2. Our macro impact expectations
Because we expect less actual spending than the government, and because we take a
somewhat differing view on the multiplier effect of government spending, our own analysis
of the macro impact of the infrastructure buildout diverges significantly from official
forecasts.
Crowding in, not out
We expect a higher GDP impact than the government forecasts despite our expectation of
lower actual expenditure due to our understanding of how businesses respond to
government spending. We find that infrastructure investment by the government generally
has a “crowding-in” effect, boosting private investment. Our regression analysis suggests
that public construction investment tends to ‘crowd-in’ private investment – a 10% increase
in government capital expenditure typically results in a 3% pick-up in private investment
within six months. This fits well with various anecdotes – in particular how construction of
the skytrain has spurred investment in properties along the train lines while the road
network expansion helped boost investment in industrial estates. Given the government’s
focus on spreading development out to greater Bangkok as well as the provinces, this
infrastructure program should act as a catalyst for ongoing urbanization and corporates’
upcountry expansion. This means that the infrastructure investment is likely to have
greater impact on domestic demand than the government has anticipated, boosting the
investment-to-GDP ratio.
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Stronger domestic demand not always good
While boosting public and private investment is generally a good thing from a long-term
economic perspective, the net shorter-term effect will likely depend on where the economy
is in the business cycle. If the economy has a lot of excess capacity and sluggish demand
then the boost to investment growth should be favorable. If, however, the economy is
already experiencing robust domestic demand growth and starting to run into capacity
constraints, then strong investment growth, partly could, in the short run, result in excess
demand and overheating pressures. We think the second scenario is the more relevant as
the Thai economy has a positive output gap, a very tight labor market as well as rapidly
declining trade balance. This means that the additional stimulus to investment, if not
properly managed, could reinforce overheating pressures and eventual “crowding out”.
Bigger current account impact expected
We believe the government has underestimated the potential negative impact on the
current account balance from infrastructure spending. Even if the government tries to limit
the import content of the infrastructure program, the additional boost to investment relative
to national savings will likely result in a deterioration in the current account balance, similar
to what we saw in Thailand in 2004-15 (or in Indonesia today). The current account
balance could sharply worsen via two main mechanisms:
 A decline in net exports as the economy needs to import more capital goods, transport
equipment and construction materials, or divert some of the existing exports to
domestic uses.
 A rise in immigrant workers due to the shortage of labor in Thailand, resulting in
greater outward remittances, pushing down the transfer balance within the current
account.
Eventual “crowding out” awaits?
Since an economy cannot keep running above its productive potential domestic demand
growth will inevitably correct in time. In particular, a higher fiscal deficit and associated
increase in bank loans and bond issuance would put upward pressure on interest rates,
crowding out private investment. The macroeconomic situation can become more serious
if Thailand fails to attract enough capital to finance the larger current account deficits.
Foreign exchange reserves could fall, potentially draining liquidity from the banking
system.
Given the implementation risks highlighted above, however, we think it is more likely that
the pick-up in public capital spending will likely be very gradual. As such, the risk of
overinvestment, causing crowding out, is relatively low, in our view.
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4. Conclusion: Our central scenario
We provide below our own estimates of the impact higher infrastructure spending
could have on key economic variables, taking into account the views above. We
also compare these numbers to the government’s projections.
Our forecasts are based on the following assumptions.
-

60% of planned annual on-budget investment will be disbursed each year – roughly
the same rate as last year.

-

High speed trains and large projects under the water management program will
suffer significant delays – starting later and seeing slower disbursement thereafter.

-

Other projects under the infrastructure connectivity program will start on time but
see the same disbursement rate as on-budget spending.

-

Public investment has the same “crowding in” impact on private investment as
discussed above.

-

The likely implementation delays makes overinvestment, interest rate spikes and
crowding out unlikely.

Exhibit 13 illustrates the new project timeline we expect, taking into account project
execution risks, while Exhibit 14 shows our projected real investment-to-GDP ratio,
incorporating the positive knock-on impact from public to private investment.

Exhibit 13: Our central scenario – incorporating
implementation risks
Other connectivity infra projects
High-speed trains
On-budget investment
5%

Exhibit 14: The resulting investment-to-GDP ratio,
according to our estimates
29%

SOE investment
Water mgmnt

REAL GFCF/GDP

27%
25%

4%
23%

3%

21%
2%
19%

1%

17%
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2018

Source: the BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL™ service, Credit Suisse
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In summary (Exhibit 15), we are more skeptical than the government that the various key
projects will take off as planned in 2013-14, and as a result expect the public investmentto-GDP ratio to average 4% in 2013-19 – this is better than the 2002-12 average of 3% but
not as good as the government’s forecast 5%. When the bulk of infrastructure spending
comes on stream, however, we expect it to add 0.5-1pp each year to nominal GDP
growth, higher than the official estimates. Due to stronger domestic demand growth, the
current account balance will, however, likely deteriorate more than the government
expects to around 2-3% of GDP a year, putting downward pressure on the balance of
payments and the baht over time. It is worth noting that the trade balance is already
declining even without a significant increase in infrastructure spending (see ASEAN-4
trade balance deterioration - cause for concerns?).
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We expect the government’s infrastructure investment to raise Thailand’s long-term
trend GDP growth, due to a higher investment to GDP ratio.
As such, we are revising up our trend real GDP growth estimate from 4.2% (as published
in Asia: Falling angels, rising stars, September 2012) to 4.5-5% for the 2014-18 period.
This largely reflects our expectation that the real investment-to-GDP ratio will rise to 27%
from around 23% currently (Exhibit 14)2.
For 2013-14, the boost to growth is likely to be more cyclical in nature rather than
structural, coming from a combination of loose fiscal and monetary policies driving
domestic demand in general, than big infrastructure effects. More specifically, we only
expect implementation of smaller-scale water management infrastructure projects and
road projects under the connectivity program and not big ticket items such as the high
speed trains and dams.
We have taken account of these factors in coming to our above-consensus real GDP
growth forecasts of 5.9% and 5% in 2013 and 2014, respectively. Meanwhile, we also
think the current account balance will deteriorate more than the market expects to the
equivalent of -0.2% and -1% of GDP in 2013 and 2014, respectively.

Exhibit 15: 2013-19 Projections by CS and the government
Infrastructure programs impact on
macroeconomic variables
Average public investment (% of GDP)

Government est.

CS est.

Comments

5%

4%

An improvement over the 2002-12 average of
around 3%

Fiscal deficits including off-budget
(% of GDP, average over the period)

4.4%

3.5-4% Greater than the average fiscal deficit/GDP over the
past five years of 2.2%

Public debt to GDP (peak)

50%

47%

Currently 44%

Boost to annual nominal GDP growth

0.3-0.5%

0.5-1%

Whether the number will be closer to the top or
bottom end of the range depends on the degree of
crowding out and leakages from the likely widening
of current account deficits

Current account balance
(% of GDP, average over the period)

-1%

-2 to -3% This will likely put some pressure on the balance of
payments and the baht. BoT will likely allow the
currency to depreciate rather than intervene heavily

Source: Credit Suisse

For equity implications of this analysis please see the following equity research report:
(Thailand Market Strategy: The infrastructure build-out: Be contrarian).

2

See, for example, Manop Udomkerdmongkol Sra Chuenchoksan Nutthikarn Vorasa-ngasil (2010). Investment in Thailand: How
to unleash the new investment cycle?. Bank of Thailand Symposium paper.
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Appendix: Key projects
High speed trains

Exhibit 17: High speed provincial rail lines
Route

Source: Source: Office of Transport and Traffic Policy and Planning, Credit Suisse

2020

2019

2018

2017

2015

2016

Total: USD 32.3bn
(THB 970bn, 8.5% of GDP)

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
2014

USD bn

Exhibit 16: High speed train planned spending

Distance (km)

Bangkok-Korat-NongKhai (Vientiane-Kunming)

615

Bangkok-HuaHin-Padang Besar (Malaysia-Singapore)

982

Bangkok-Pattaya-Rayong

221

Bangkok-Phitsanulok-Chiangmai

745

Total

2563

Source: Source: Office of Transport and Traffic Policy and Planning, Credit Suisse

Exhibit 18: Map of high speed train routes

Source: Office of Transport and Traffic Policy and Planning, Credit Suisse
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Exhibit 19: Double tracking railroads
Work Plan

Budget (THB bn)

% GDP

51.1
2.4
1.9
77.5
6.1
138.9

0.5%
0.0%
0.0%
0.7%
0.1%
1.2%

Budget (THB bn)

% GDP

62
60

0.5%
0.5%

60

0.5%

120
17
5
324

1.1%
0.1%
0.0%
3.0%

Civil works
Signaling and telecommunications
Locomotives and railroad cars
Double track construction (873km)
Second ICD (Inland Container Depot)
Total
Source: Office of Transport and Traffic Policy and Planning

Exhibit 20: Water management infrastructure
Work Plan
Management of major water reservoirs
Town planning and water use
planning/mapping
Assign water retention areas and recovery
measures
Flood way or flood diversion channels
Improving waterways and embankments
Early warning system
Total
Source: Bangkokbiznews 11/2/13

Exhibit 21: Mass transit lines
Lines

Routes

km

Train type Stations

Type

Bang Sue - Rangsit
Bang Sue - Hua Lampong
Bang Sue - Makkasan - Hua
Mak
Mochit - Saphan Mai

36.3
6.5
19.0

Heavy
Heavy
Heavy

13
Elevated, ground
6 Elevated, open-trench
8 Elevated, open-trench

11.4
73.2

Heavy

12
39

Hua Lampong - Bang Bon
Taling Shan - Salaya
Taling Shan - Makkasan

18.0
14.0
10.5

Heavy
Heavy
Light

Saphan Mai - Koo kod
Nat'l Stadium - Yos Se
Bang Sue - Ratburana

7.0
1.0
19.8

Heavy
Heavy
Heavy

Bang Bumru - Cultural Center
Cultural Center - Bang Kapi
Bang Kapi - Minburi

17.5
9.0
11.0

Heavy
Heavy
Heavy

Pakkred - Laksi
Laksi - Outer ring road
Outer ring road - Minburi

12.0
10.5
7.5
137.8

Light
Light
Light

10
Elevated
4
Ground
5 Ground, underground,
open-trench
4
Elevated
1
Elevated
16
Elevated,
underground
13
Underground
6
Underground
8
Underground,
elevated
9
Elevated
5
Elevated
5
Elevated
86

Budget
(THB bn)

Priority by 2019
Dark Red
Light Red
Dark Green
Total

Elevated

77.6
40.3
33.2
151.1

Secondary by 2019
Dark Red
Light Red

Dark Green
Light Green
Purple
Orange

Pink

Total

22.8
79.3
137.8

54.0

293.8

Source: Office of Transport Planning (OTP), Credit Suisse
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